Bicycle hoop are used throughout the municipality.

Bicycle hoops are located within footpaths along cycle routes, cycle destination points or public attractors.

Bicycle hoops should be installed in groups of two or more. They should be spaced one metre apart and offset a minimum of 800mm from the face of kerb, building or walls. The hoops can be placed at an angle of 90°, 60°, 45° or 30° so as not to impede pedestrian access along footpaths.

Bicycle Hoops are fabricated from 316 grade stainless steel and polished to a ‘No. 4’ satin polish

For fabrication drawings, refer to City of Melbourne, City Design drawings; Project No: 5084_F01_Bike Hoop-Fabrication_130530

For installation details, refer to City of Melbourne, Engineering Standard Drawing, 1P 50512 Stainless Steel Bike Stand Installation Details